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From left to right: Dr. Stefan Birkner, Patrick Döring, Dr. Philipp Rösler, Mirja
Viertelhaus-Koschig, Jürgen R. Viertelhaus, Dr. Christiane Ratjen-Damerau, Christian Dürr

From left to right: Eike Redlin (Sales Manager, VIEROL ASIA, Singapore), Dr Philipp
Rösler (Vice Chancellor and Minister of Economy), Helme Koop (Sales Manager,
VIEROL Shanghai)

Dr Philipp Rösler, vice chancellor, federal minister of economy and
federal chairman of FDP, Patrick Döring, secretary general of FDP,
Dr Stefan Birkner, chairman of Lower Saxon FDP, Christian Dürr,
party leader of FDP in Lower Saxon parliament and Dr Christiane
Ratjen-Damerau, member of German parliament of FDP, as well as
60 invited leading figures from economy, science and public life
became guests of VIEROL AG to exchange political information and
views.

Prof Dr Gunilla Budde, vice president of Carl von Ossietzky
University Oldenburg, referred to the necessary subsides for

a comprehensive academic training at a high level at Carl von
Ossietzky University.
	Prof Dr Reto Weiler, head of Hanse-Wissenschaftskolleg,
emphasised the support that is needed for a successful research
at the Hanse Institute.
	Prof Dr Rudolf Raab, head of the clinic for general and v isceral
surgery at Klinikum Oldenburg, called for a security p
 olicy to
protect the scientific know-how, which is threatened by the NSA
bugging scandal and the consequent data theft of research results.

During the meeting, the guests discussed various topics, such as:
economy, education, science and health
Gert Stuke, president of Oldenburg Chamber of Industry and
Commerce, commented on the necessary framework conditions
particularly for the small and medium enterprises.
Günter Tillmann, headmaster of Herbartgymnasium
Oldenburg, explained the increasingly difficult situation and the
consequently negative effects on the grammar school caused by
the coalition of SPD and Grüne since the change of government in
Lower Saxony.
Prof Dr Hans Kaminski, head of the Institute for Economic
Education, strongly pointed out the importance of the school subject
economy and asked for a curricular inclusion for all Federal States.
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Dr Philipp Rösler, Patrick Döring, Dr Stefan Birkner and Christian
Dürr responded to these issues competently and extensively. The
guests participated very actively in the arising discussions. The
event was moderated by the host Jürgen R. Viertelhaus, p
 resident
and CEO of VIEROL AG. The reaction of the guests s howed that this
high level event was informative and interesting for all p
 ersons
involved.
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Political exchange of information and views with representatives of politics,
economy, science and public life on 9th September 2013 at the VIEROL corporate
headquarters

